
The Emancipation Proclamation, 40 Acres & A Mule, The Slavemaster, So-called African
Americans/Blacks etc…, The Possible Loss of Dignity etc…

Abraham Lincoln freed the slaves in America via the Emancipation Proclamation with the
promise of 40 acres and a mule to initiate an existence in the new world. The 40 acres and a
mule was never transacted, as even to this day the freed slaves dont want it, even though they
have the assets to acquire such. The so-called Native American Indians fought back, got
respect and acquired land coinciding with hefty monthly reapportion checks (casinos etc…)
which are nations within a nation. On the other side, Nat Turner fought back, eventually got
caught, skinned, tar-feathered and such instilled fear into many. Then you have the revolt plot
involving Denmark Vessey, Morris Brown, etc… as such was revealed via a snitch, which
manifested a masonic escape plan per these brothers. The enslaved Africans in America were
allowed to bear arms and fight in the civil war; but the question still remains’ should all of those
brothers or may I say, should those brothers have turned their arms against their masters? As
such would be of no avail today, especially with the creation of the atomic bomb. Nuclear
weapons, biological warfare, etc… Today, people are beating up and tearing down statues, but
still refuse to relinquish their slave masters names, which is a true step to freedom. Look at the
two names of Africas & America, as Africa comes from the mulatto or Caucasian man of Leo
Africanus and America comes from Christopher Columbus, Italian navigator. Americus, also, let
it be known that Leo Africanus was a Muslim who immigrated to Spain and converted to
Christianity. So-called African Americans are looking for the United States government to
provide them with monetary compensation and land in one lump sum, which would be the
overdue 40 acres and a mule, then the polling of resources from within and outside (globally
etc) will sustain the future. When such transpires, then and only then will so-called African
Americans begin to receive due respect per whole. The process needs to be a hurried one,
because the advancement of technology will soon be at a point where 40 acres and a mule will
eternally be the dream it was set out to be. The Y2K/New World Order plan is still in progress
with an apex of a one way trip to Mars, which is nothing more than a funeral home.
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